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Abstract: Conventional energy architectures that utilize multiple ambient energy sources are initiated either by an
external power supply or through the addition of an extra power source (e.g., battery) to the architecture. However, these
interventions compromise the goal of a self-sustainable energy harvesting system. Moreover, conventional architectures
are not effective in situations where space is limited (e.g., an artificial heart) or when access to this space is difficult
(e.g., human implantable devices), due to their large battery size. Thus, conventional energy combiner circuits that
use multiple energy sources are not well suited for supplying power to most applications. This paper presents a fully
batteryless energy combiner architecture with a single inductor for the use of multiple ambient energy sources, including
a solar cell and a microbial fuel cell. For each energy source, an auxiliary circuit (i.e. a charge pump) is implemented
in order to provide a power supply to a digital control circuit, which consecutively connects each ambient energy source
to a power converter. This novel architecture is completely self-starting and requires no additional extra power source
or battery. This architecture has been designed and verified using a 0.13- µ m CMOS process and a peak end-to-end
efficiency of 79.33% for two ambient sources is achieved. This proposed system is applicable to numerous loads utilized
in energy harvesting systems.
Key words: Energy combiner, energy harvesting, solar cell, microbial fuel cell, single inductor, boost converter, multiple
energy sources

1. Introduction
Wireless sensor network (WSN) applications ranging from large scale (e.g., environmental monitoring) to small
scale (e.g., implantable medical devices) are omnipresent in this rapid technological era. The current primary
energy source for these applications is batteries. However, there are numerous issues surrounding the use of
batteries including (1) difficulties during replacement [1], (2) the limited energy capacity [2], (3) large size (i.e.
volume issue) [3], and (4) safety concerns related to implantable devices [4]. A promising alternative approach
to power these applications is energy harvesters that scavenge energy from biochemicals [1, 3–5], heat [2, 6],
light [7, 8], motion [9, 10], radio frequency (RF) [11], and perhaps others not yet identified.
Energy harvesting systems use the surrounding environmental energy sources to attain power for WSN
applications via power converters. However, energy flow from these ambient energy sources is irregular and
unpredictable due to changing environmental conditions. Thus, driving a WSN application through a power
converter via a single energy source (e.g., PV) might not be an effective solution to best exploit the energy
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harvesting. For this reason, efforts to combine and utilize multiple energy sources are gaining popularity among
energy harvesting researchers [12–23]. By combining multiple energy sources of the same or different types for
flexibility, redundancy, or capacity [24], it is possible to improve system reliability [12, 16–19, 21, 23], achieve
robustness against power failures [14, 15], and increase the overall output power [12–24].
Potential implementations of multiple energy sources can be classified into three groups according to
whether the battery is used as a primary source (i.e. main source), secondary source (i.e. auxiliary source), or
deserted source (i.e. not in use): prebatteryless (PreB), midbatteryless (MidB), and postbatteryless (PostB),
respectively. PreB multisources are at an early stage in the development of multiple source energy harvesting
systems [23, 25–27]. In PreB systems, the battery is either the main source of power for applications even when
ambient energy is available [26], or is only utilized once ambient energy is unavailable[23]. However, ambient
energy sources (i.e. energy transducers) are used to either extend the battery’s life [26, 27] or lower the burden
on the battery [25]. More specifically, the main goal of using PreB as a multiple energy source is to prolong
battery life. There are numerous possible applications of PreB-powered technology as the battery is easy to
replace and to implement no volume-size constraints required applications, making it an ideal power source for
convenience devices.
MidB multiple energy sources are in the second stage of development and are able to drastically reduce
battery usage. The main source energy providers shift to predominantly generate energy from the ambient
energy source, not the battery. Therefore, in MidBs, batteries are primarily used as auxiliary sources (i.e.
secondary sources) to provide power for control energy harvesting circuits during startup [16, 17, 19–22, 28, 29].
Deploying extra power supplies to enable power management functions is undesirable as it compromises the
goal of self-sustainability [5]. The ultimate goal for the energy harvesting system is that the whole system
including the control circuit, the energy harvesting circuit, and the load are supplied entirely by ambient energy
sources. In addition to startup power, the battery is required as an energy source to charge back through
energy transducers [22, 28, 29]. This is mainly due to the fact that the load energy demand is less than the
generated energy by energy transducers, and so the excess energy is redirected to the battery. Moreover, if the
load demands more energy than is generated by energy sources, the battery can then provide a backup supply
of energy to the load [22, 28, 29]. The aim of utilizing MidB multiple energy sources is to sustain power to the
application to enable almost continuous operation.
Since MidB multiple energy sources allow a time sharing of the inductor (shown in Figure 1a), they are
often preferred by researchers and are more commonly studied compared to both PreB and PostB multiple
energy sources.
This time sharing achieves savings of (n-1) inductors [17] and reduces the number of capacitors required,
allowing smaller architectures to be produced and therefore making MidB technology potentially transferable
to size-constrained applications.
Despite this, MidB multiple energy sources are often still too large for some applications due to the size
of the battery. However, MidBs have more possible applications to implement than PreBs and are a promising
energy harvester requiring further research.
Systems able to completely utilize ambient energy, requiring no extra power source or battery (other
than ambient energy transducers), are truly self-sustainable. This can be achieved through the use of PostB
multiple energy sources. The main and secondary energy sources in PostBs are energy transducers. For PostBs,
all energy sources to the load are combined through n power converters, with n being the number of sources
utilized [13, 15, 18], as shown in Figure 1b.
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Although these PostBs are self-sustainable and rely solely on ambient energy sources, they are not good
at providing supply power for volume constrained applications (e.g., pacemakers) and hard to reach (e.g.,
implantable devices) applications. This is because these designs are associated with larger n inductors, requiring
a corresponding size increase, which is detrimental to these applications. Thus, conventional PostBs are not well
developed for multiple energy sources even though they have some distinct advantages over MidBs and PreBs.
However, a more efficient architecture for PostB multiple energy sources is required in order to accommodate
especially small scale applications (e.g., pacemakers) without increasing the complexity and battery requirements
of the system.
In the present paper, a fully batteryless multiple energy source with a single inductor energy harvesting
architecture is presented. This paper exploits a popular energy harvester implementation in MidBs i.e. single
inductor scheme, which has distinct advantages over conventional PostBs, requiring no additional power sources
other than energy transducers. Figure 1c shows a block diagram of the proposed technique for multiple energy
sources. With a fully batteryless multiple energy sources architecture, it is possible to achieve a self-starting
operation without increasing the complexity and including a battery, allowing the size of the device to remain
small and easily serviceable. A comparison of the three batteryless multiple energy sources is summarized in
Table 1.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses previous works and highlights the
proposed PostB multienergy source architecture. In Section 3, the proposed fully batteryless multiinput single
inductor energy harvesting architecture is presented with a circuit implementation and a control scheme. Section
4 presents the simulation results and conclusions will be drawn in Section 5.
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Figure 1: a) Conventional MidB multiinput single inductor (MISI) energy harvesting architecture. b) Conventional PostB multiinput multi inductor (MIMI) energy harvesting architecture. c) Proposed MidB+PostB
multiinput single inductor (MISI) energy harvesting architecture.
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Table 1: Summary of the three batteryless groups.
Prebatteryless
(PreB)

Midbatteryless Postbatteryless (PostB)
(MidB)
Conventional (PostB) Proposed (PostB)

Main source

Battery

Ambient energy

Ambient energy

Auxiliary source

Ambient
energy
Convenience

Ambient
energy
Battery

Ambient energy

Ambient energy

Convenience
Some volume
constraint

Convenience
Some volume
constraint

Powered the
application

Self-start-up

Convenience
Volume
constraint
Hard to reach
Self-start-up

Powered the
application
Fully
No

Powered the
application
Fullyt
No

Possible application

Target

Batteryless
Battery replacement
cost

Prolonged
battery life

Not
Full

Semi
Partial

2. Multisource energy harvesting architectures
2.1. Current architectures
Multiple ambient energy sources are plugged into the load through n power converters shown in Figure 1b,
which refers to a conventional PostB architecture. Each ambient energy source generates different voltages at
their outputs despite the fact they are designed with the same material, size, and structure.This is because
each source is exposed to different environmental conditions. Simply combining all ambient sources to the load
through their converters can exclude some source contributions to the load and thus degrade the efficiency.
This is mainly due to the fact that the overall efficiency is constrained by the ambient source generating the
highest voltage, meaning that other lower voltage ambient sources are not utilized [15]. Additionally, this scheme
accommodates variable n inductors. This results in increased complexity in the area overhead. However, a
major benefit of this scheme is that it is self-sustainable.
In order to lower the number of components (e.g., inductors) and reduce the effects of redundancy and
leakage losses, multiinput energy harvesters have been designed with a single inductor boost converter [16, 17,
19–22]. Figure 1a shows a block diagram of a multiinput single inductor (MISI) energy harvesting architecture.
In the upper panel, the circuit consists of a power converter and n switches (M1-Mn). Ambient energy sources
can initiate the power converter either sequentially, i.e. one energy source is exploited over one switching cycle
[16, 17, 19, 21, 22], or simultaneously, i.e. two energy sources can be utilized over one switching cycle [20] via
switches. However, these switches require a supply power to turn on/off to create a bridge between the energy
transducers and the converter to power the load.
Due to the relatively low voltages generated at energy transducers’ outputs [1, 5, 15, 21, 30], the output of
these energy transducers is insufficient to turn switches M1-Mn on/off, as the threshold voltage of the standard
CMOS technology is typically higher than the energy transducer output voltage. Therefore, in order to provide
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initial operation for a short time, M1-Mn switches in MISI architectures are powered by a battery [16, 17, 20, 21].
Another mechanism to overcome this is the presence of an internal battery that can be used as an energy source
to provide power to the control circuit for powering the M1-Mn switches and the load if the existing energy
sources do not supply sufficient power [22, 28, 29].
However, these solutions compromise the ultimate goal of a fully self-sustainable energy harvester, i.e.
no need for batteries other than energy transducers. To the best of the author’s knowledge, there are no
existing reports that describe fully batteryless multiple energy sources with a single inductor energy harvesting
architecture.

2.2. Proposed fully batteryless multisource energy harvesting architecture
The solution to achieving completely batteryless multiple energy sources with a single inductor has yet to be
identified. This is mainly due to the fact that it is difficult to source sufficient voltage levels for the initial
M1-Mn switches required for energy harvesting (Figure 1a).
To accomplish fully batteryless operation using multiple energy sources, the present paper develops a
more efficient energy harvesting architecture, as shown in Figure 2. For n energy transducers that refer to n
input sources, this proposed architecture includes n charge pumps, 2 ×n switches (M ES1 to M ESn , M cp1 to
M cpn ), and a boost converter with a single inductor. Compared to the conventional multiinput single inductor
architecture (shown in Figure 1a), this novel architecture has n additional switches (M CP 1 to M CP n ) whose
sizes are smaller than M ES1 to M ESn switches, and small-sized charge pumps.
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n

Energy
source n
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Figure 2: Proposed multiinput single inductor single output (MISISO) energy harvesting architecture.
Generated voltages at outputs of energy sources do not support the operation of the boost converter
or on/off status on switches. Thus, an initial startup circuit is required to operate without reliance upon any
single external source or battery. The batteryless function (i.e. self-start-up) in the present paper is achieved
by deploying n charge pumps, the number of which equals that of the energy sources in the architecture. The
pumps increase the low voltage at the outputs of sources to sufficient levels in order to achieve two tasks: (1) to
provide supply power to a switch control circuit for M ES1 -M ESn switches to sequentially turn on and off and
(2) to power a control circuit for the boost converter through M CP 1 - M CP n switches in order to facilitate the
operation of the converter. The detailed circuit implementation of the proposed architecture will be described
in the next section.
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3. Proposed fully batteryless multiple sources energy harvesting circuit implementation and
digital control circuit
Figure 3 shows the circuit implementation of the proposed fully batteryless multiple sources architecture with
n = 2 energy transducers. The architecture includes two charge pumps, two source-connected switches (M ES1 ,
M ES2 ), two pump-connected switches (M CP 1 , M CP 2 ), one power converter (i.e. boost converter), and a digital
control circuit. For each energy source, a three-stage charge pump is deployed to step up from low voltage at the
output of each energy source V in1−2 to a high voltage level V CP 1−2 . Source-connected switches (M ES1 , M ES2 )
and pump-connected switches (M CP 1 , M CP 2 ) are implemented with PMOS transistors. This architecture can
be easily extended to any arbitrary number of energy transducers by adding switches and charge pumps to the
design.
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Figure 3: Circuit implementation of the proposed MISISO energy harvesting architecture.
Initially, all switches and the converter are disabled due to not having sufficient voltage levels to operate.
Charge pumps start to charge the capacitors at their outputs V CP 1−2 through energy transducers. Once
sufficient voltage is present at the outputs of the pumps, the digital control circuit (DCC) starts to operate.
The basic operation and circuit implementation of the DCC will be discussed in detail later in the following
subsection of this paper. Once the EH1 signal is activated by the DCC, i.e. the EH1 signal goes low, the first
energy source (ES1) and its charge pump (CP1) connect to the boost converter. Thus, stored energy at the
capacitor C in1 is transferred to the boost converter and therefore the voltage at the output of the charge pump
V CP 1 is available for powering the converter control circuit (e.g., NOR gate and regulating the output of the
boost converter). As a result, the boost converter starts operating with the first energy transducer to charge
a capacitor C out at the output of the boost converter V out . A load connected to the boost converter draws
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power from the capacitor to operate. The time for connecting the first energy transducer to the converter is
determined by the DCC.
Once the EH1 signal is deactivated by the DCC, the energy provided to the boost converter by the first
energy transducer is cut off. The capacitor C in1 starts charging back through the first energy transducer.
Secondly, the second energy transducer (ES2) starts to discharge stored voltage at the capacitor C in2 to the
boost converter since the EH2 signal is activated. The second energy transducer undergoes a similar operation
with ES1 to charge the capacitor C out . Once the connected time for the second energy transducer occurs, the
DCC enables the EH1 signal again. The same operation process will be consecutively repeated over time. A
more detailed explanation of the boost converter used in the present paper is provided elsewhere [31].
3.1. Digital control circuit implementation
Figure 4 shows the circuit implementation of the DCC. It consists of a clock generator, a 4-bit counter, primitive
logic gates, a 2-bit serial-in parallel-out shift register, and two buffers. The basic operation of the DCC is
described as follows. The clock generator is powered by the first charge pump V CP 1 in order to generate a
clock source CLK. The 4-bit counter is then activated by this clock source and generates four outputs. These
outputs feed into primitive logic gates and the 2-bit serial-in parallel-out shift register to generate two signals
denoted as q1s and q2s. Note that the 4-bit counter, primitive logic gates, and 2-bit serial-in parallel-out shift
register are provided with a supply of power by the second charge pump V CP 2 . The first signal q1s feeds into
the first buffer, which is powered by the first charge pump V CP 1 , which generates the control signal EH1 for the
first source-connected switch M ES1 and the first pump-connected switch M CP 1 . The other signal q2s provides
the activation signal for the second buffer, whose supply power is obtained from the second charge pump V CP 2 .
Once q2s is activated, the buffer generates the control signal EH2 for the second source-connected switch M ES2
and the second pump-connected switch M CP 2 .

Clock
generator

q1
q2
CLK
counter q3
q4
4 bit

q1s
Logic
gates

EH 1

2 bit

D
shifter

q2s

EH 2

Figure 4: Block diagram of the digital control circuit (DCC) for switches (M ES1 , M ES1 , M CP 1 , and M CP 2 ).
4. Results and discussion
In order to evaluate the proposed technique, a multiple ambient energy sources energy harvesting architecture
was designed and simulated using a 0.13- µ m CMOS process. This design has been tested with two ambient
energy sources: a solar cell (PV) and a microbial fuel cell (MFC). MFCs can be modeled as a voltage source
in series with an internal resistance, while solar cells can be modeled as a current source in parallel with a
diode [30]. Each energy source has different electrical equivalent circuits, but their Thévenin equivalent circuits
are the same. Thus, the Thévenin equivalent circuits of all types of energy sources can be modeled as a voltage
source in series with a resistor. Thévenin equivalent circuits for solar cells are discussed in a previous study [32],
and a more detailed explanation for that is provided in that study. In order to emulate ambient energy sources
for simulation results in the present paper, PV was modeled as a voltage of 0.75 V in series with a resistor of
100 Ω and the MFC was designed with a voltage of 0.75 V in series with an internal resistance of 225 Ω . The
proposed fully MISISO architecture includes 47- µ F input capacitors (C in1 , C in2 ), a 4.7- µ F output capacitor
C out , and a 20- µ H inductor.
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The proposed fully MISISO architecture is connected to a load of 1.61 mW in order to evaluate the
proposed circuit. Figure 5 shows the voltage waveforms at outputs of PV and MFC (V in1 , V in2 , respectively),
outputs of auxiliary circuits, i.e. charge pumps (V CP 1 , V CP 2 , respectively), input V in and output V out of
power converter and V CP . Figures 5b and 5c show the zoomed areas in the rectangles A and B of Figure 5a,
respectively. Initially, the power converter is disabled and auxiliary circuits (i.e. charge pumps) are charged
through energy sources. In other words, voltages at the outputs of pumps V CP 1 -V CP 2 ramp from zero to
sufficient levels. Once sufficient voltages appear at the outputs of pumps, the DCC starts operating. For each
connected source, the voltages at the input of the converter V in and V CP are equal to the voltages at the input
of the ambient source (e.g., V in1 ) and the output of its charge pump (e.g., V CP 1 ), respectively (see Figures 5b
and 5c). Stored energy at V in1 and V in2 is sequentially transferred to the load through the power converter.
The converter output V out gradually charges up (see Figure 5b). The output is regulated to 1.52 V. These
results verify that the proposed MISISO energy harvesting architecture can effectively connect multiple sources
to the load without the need for an external power supply (i.e. battery), and is able to operate using multiple
energy sources.
Whenever the load draws more current, voltage degradation at the output is observed. Figure 6 demonstrates the setup of load response in order to monitor voltage ripple at the output of the proposed architecture.
In this setup, an external power supply is used to generate the control signal for M gd PMOS transistor to
attach the load to the converter and detach it. Figure 7 shows the load response. Initially, the load is attached
to the converter (i.e. the load current is 1.06 mA). Once load current is stepped from 1.06 mA to 0 (i.e. the
load is detached), a 80 mV drop in voltage at the output V outc is observed. This voltage drop is small and is
negligible. This illustrates that the proposed architecture effectively regulates the output.
In order to evaluate the end-to-end efficiency for multiple source energy harvesting architectures, the
maximum power available from each ambient source (P maxM F C , P maxP V ) should be taken into consideration.
However, there are no reports prior to the present work that consider all ambient sources in the harvesting to
calculate overall end-to-end efficiency. The overall end-to-end efficiency of the architecture is expressed as
ηoverallend−to−end =

Pload
PmaxM F C + PmaxP V

(1)

In the present paper, a peak overall end-to-end efficiency of 79.33% is obtained.
This work is compared with the state-of-the-art multiple source energy harvesting architectures, as tabulated in Table 2. Two of the MidB architectures [20, 21] have distinct advantages over the PostB architecture [15] in terms of number of inductors and complexity, but they require external supports to start up. Other
works [16, 22] utilize batteries to operate. Deploying batteries causes complexity in the system. This limits
the operation in some volume constrained applications and the use of these systems in implantable devices
impossible. The proposed architecture is truly self-start-up and can be effectively applied to many applications.
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5. Conclusions
The present paper presents a fully batteryless energy harvesting system for multiple ambient energy sources
including a solar cell and MFC. The fundamental of this work is to combine two popular multiple energy
combination schemes (i.e. MidBs and conventional PostB) into a proposed scheme (i.e. proposed PostB). In
other words, this work takes advantage of MidBs in using a single inductor and targets the self-sustainable
solution from conventional PostBs. The proposed architecture consists of a power converter, two charge pumps,
two source-connected switches, two pump-connected switches, and a digital control circuit. A load of 1.61 mW
is connected to the proposed architecture in order to evaluate the system. The results show that the proposed
architecture achieves truly self-start-up operation with a single inductor for multiple sources. Moreover, a
peak end-to-end efficiency of 79.33% for two ambient sources is achieved. This proposed architecture can be
applicable to a large number of loads used in energy harvesting systems in multiple devices.
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